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UNIVERSAL ELLIPTIC GAUSS SUMS AND APPLICATIONS
CHRISTIAN J. BERGHOFF
Abstract. We present new ideas for computing the elliptic Gauß sums introduced in [15, 13]
which constitute an analogue of the classical cyclotomic Gauß sums and whose use has been
proposed in the context of counting points on elliptic curves and primality tests [14, 7]. By
means of certain well-known modular functions we define the universal elliptic Gauß sums
and prove they admit an efficiently computable representation in terms of the j-invariant
and another modular function. After that, we show how this representation can be used for
obtaining the elliptic Gauß sum associated to an elliptic curve over a finite field Fp, which
may then be employed for counting points or primality proving.
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1. Elliptic curves
Within this work we will only consider primes p ą 3 and thus assume that the curve in
question is given in the Weierstraß form
E : Y 2 “ X3 ` aX ` b “ fpXq,
where a, b P Fp. We will always identify E with its set of points EpFpq. For the following
well-known statements cf. [26, 29]. We assume that the elliptic curve is neither singular nor
supersingular. It is a standard fact that E is an abelian group with respect to point addition.
Its neutral element, the point at infinity, will be denoted O. For a prime ` ‰ p, the `-torsion
subgroup Er`s has the shape
Er`s – Z{`Zˆ Z{`Z.
In the endomorphism ring of E the Frobenius homomorphism
φp : pX,Y q ÞÑ pϕppXq, ϕppY qq “ pXp, Y pq
satisfies the quadratic equation
(1.1) 0 “ χpφpq “ φ2p ´ tφp ` p,
where |t| ď 2?p by the Hasse bound. By restriction φp acts as a linear map on Er`s. The
number of points on E over Fp is given by #EpFpq “ p ` 1 ´ t and is thus immediate from
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the value of t.
The idea of Schoof’s algorithm now consists in computing the value of t modulo ` for suffi-
ciently many small primes ` by considering χpφpq modulo ` and in afterwards combining the
results by means of the Chinese Remainder Theorem. In the original version this requires
computations in extensions of degree Op`2q.
However, a lot of work has been put into elaborating improvements. Let ∆ “ t2 ´ 4p denote
the discriminant of equation (1.1). Then we distinguish the following cases:
(1) If
`∆
`
˘ “ 1, then ` is called an Elkies prime. In this case, the characteristic equation
factors as χpφpq “ pφp ´ λqpφp ´ µq mod `, so when acting on Er`s the map φp has
two eigenvalues λ, µ P F˚` with corresponding eigenpoints P,Q. Since λµ “ p and
λ ` µ “ t, it suffices to determine one of them by solving the discrete logarithm
problem
λP “ φppP q “ pP px , P py q,
which only requires working in extensions of degree Op`q.
(2) If
`∆
`
˘ “ ´1, then ` is called an Atkin prime. In this case the eigenvalues of φp are in
F`2zF` and there is no eigenpoint P P Er`s. There is a generic method for computing
the value of t mod ` for Atkin primes, which is of equal run-time as the one available
for Elkies primes. However, it does not yield the exact value of t mod ` but only a
set of candidates and is thus only efficient provided the cardinality of this set is small.
The approach to Elkies primes was further improved in numerous publications, e. g.
[12, 8, 2, 6, 3, 27]. We focus on the new ideas introduced in [16]. The algorithm it presents
allows to work in extensions of degree n, where n runs through maximal coprime divisors of
`´ 1, using so-called elliptic Gaussian periods.
A variant of this approach was presented in [15] and [17]. It relies instead on so-called
elliptic Gauß sums. For a character χ : pZ{`Zq˚ Ñ xζny of order n with n | ` ´ 1 these are
defined in analogy to the classical cyclotomic Gauß sums via
(1.2) G`,n,χpEq “
`´1ÿ
a“1
χpaqpaP qV
for an `-torsion point P on E, where V “ y for n even and V “ x for n odd. As was shown
in [15],
(1.3) G`,n,χpEqn, G`,n,χpEq
m
G`,n,χmpEq P Fprζns for m ă n
holds. In addition, the discrete logarithm in F˚` of the eigenvalue λ corresponding to P can
directly be calculated modulo n using the equation
(1.4) G`,n,χpEqp “ χ´ppλqG`,n,χppEq ñ G`,n,χpEq
m
G`,n,χmpEq pG`,n,χpEq
nqq “ χ´mpλq,
where p “ nq ` m holds. When the quantities from equation (1.3) have been computed,
it thus suffices to perform calculations in the extension Fprζns of degree ϕpnq to derive the
discrete logarithm of λ in F˚` modulo n before composing the modular information by means
of the Chinese remainder theorem. In the following sections we will present a way to compute
the quantities in question using universal elliptic Gauß sums, which we will define in equation
(2.19), instead of using the definition (1.2), which requires passing through larger extensions.
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2. Universal elliptic Gauß sums
2.1. Modular functions. In this section we recall some facts on modular functions which
we will later use. We refer the reader to [1, 10, 24].
As usual, we denote H “ tτ P C : =pτq ą 0u and Γ :“ SL2pZq. Elements γ “
`
a b
c d
˘
act on
the upper complex half-plane via
γ : HÑ H, τ ÞÑ aτ ` b
cτ ` d.
For N P N
Γ0pNq “
"ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P Γ : c ” 0 mod N
*
and
ΓpNq “
"ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P Γ : a ” d ” 1 mod N, b ” c ” 0 mod N
*
“
"ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
mod N
*
are subgroups of Γ that we will later use.
Definition 2.1. [10, p. 125] Let fpτq be a meromorphic function on H, k P Z and Γ1 ď Γ,
such that Γ1 Ě ΓpNq for some N P N. Furthermore, let fpτq satisfy the following conditions:
(1) fpγτq “ pcτ `dqkfpτq for all γ “ ` a bc d ˘ P Γ1. This implies in particular that fpτq may
be written as a Laurent series in terms of
qN “ q 1N “ exp
ˆ
2piiτ
N
˙
, where we use the notation q “ q1.
(2) In the Fourier expansion
fpγτq “
ÿ
nPZ
anq
n
N
an “ 0 holds for n ă n0, n0 P Z, for all γ P Γ. One also says that fpτq is meromorphic
at the cusps.
Then fpτq is called a modular function of weight k for Γ1. We denote by AkpΓ1q the set of all
such modular functions.
Remark 2.2. It suffices to check the second condition for a set of representatives of ΓzΓ1.
Definition 2.3. [9, p. 112] Let fpqq “ fpτq be a modular function for Γ1 Ď Γ. Let ` be a
prime. Then we define the Fricke-Atkin-Lehner involution w` by
w` : fpτq ÞÑ f
ˆˆ
0 ´1
` 0
˙
τ
˙
“ f
ˆ
´ 1
`τ
˙
“: f˚pτq.
Remark 2.4. For fpτq P A0pΓq this yields
f˚pτq “ f
ˆ
´ 1
`τ
˙
“ f
ˆˆ
0 ´1
1 0
˙
`τ
˙
“ fp`τq.
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We will make use of the following modular functions:
E4pτq “ E4pqq “ 1` 240
8ÿ
n“1
n3qn
1´ qn ,(2.1)
E6pτq “ E6pqq “ 1´ 504
8ÿ
n“1
n5qn
1´ qn ,(2.2)
∆pτq “ E4pτq
3 ´ E6pτq2
1728 ,(2.3)
jpτq “ E4pτq
3
∆pτq ,(2.4)
p1pqq “ 112`pE2pqq ´ `E2pq
`qq,(2.5)
m`pqq “ `s
ˆ
ηpq`q
ηpqq
˙2s
with s “ 12gcdp12, `´ 1q .(2.6)
Here,
E2pqq “ 1´ 24
8ÿ
n“1
nqn
1´ qn and(2.7)
ηpτq “ ηpqq “ q 124
8ź
n“1
p1´ qnq(2.8)
is the Dedekind η-function. The Eisenstein series E4 and E6 are modular functions of weight
4 and 6, respectively, for Γ. ∆ is the discriminant of the elliptic curve Eτ corresponding
to the lattice x1, τyZ (cf. theorem 2.18) and j is its j-invariant. They are likewise modular
functions for Γ of weight 12 and 0, respectively. p1 is a modular function of weight 2 for Γ0p`q.
The function m` was studied in detail in [19], where it is shown to be a modular function
of weight 0 for Γ0p`q. We remark that this already follows from general results on so-called
eta-quotients established in [22, 21].
The j-invariant j : H Ñ C is surjective and plays a fundamental role in the theory of
modular functions, as is shown by the following
Theorem 2.5. Denoting by H0pΓq the subset of holomorphic functions of weight 0 for Γ we
have
A0pΓq “ Cpjpτqq and H0pΓq “ Crjpτqs,
so the modular functions of weight 0 are the rational functions in j, whereas the holomorphic
ones are the polynomials in j.
2.2. Modular functions for Γ0p`q. Our goal now is to prove the following statement, which
can be seen as a generalization of theorem 2.5 to the group Γ0p`q and which is crucial for later
considerations.
Theorem 2.6. Let fpτq P A0pΓ0p`qqzA0pΓq be a modular function of weight 0 for Γ0p`q, but
not for Γ. Then
A0pΓ0p`qq “ A0pΓqpfpτqq “ Cpfpτq, jpτqq
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holds. In particular, for gpτq P A0pΓ0p`qq there exist polynomials P1, P2 P CrX,Y s with
gpτq “ P1pfpτq, jpτqq
P2pfpτq, jpτqq .
We shall proceed in several steps. First, we show the following
Theorem 2.7. Let Γ1 E Γ be a normal divisor of finite index in Γ. Then A0pΓ1q{A0pΓq is a
galois extension with
GalpA0pΓ1q{A0pΓqq ď Γ{Γ1.
Proof. Let fpτq P A0pΓ1q, then fpγτq P A0pΓ1q holds for all γ P Γ: Since Γ1 is a normal divisor
in Γ, the equation γδγ´1 “ δ˜ P Γ1 holds for δ P Γ1. We deduce
fpγδτq “ fpδ˜γτq “ fpγτq for all δ P Γ1.
Furthermore, fpγτq is meromorphic at the cusps, since fpτq is. Replacing γ by γ´1, we see
that
γ˚ : A0pΓ1q Ñ A0pΓ1q, f ÞÑ f ˝ γ
defines a bijection. Due to the invariance of the elements of A0pΓ1q under ˘Γ1 (since ´I
induces the identity) and of A0pΓq under Γ it follows that the finite group Γ{p˘Γ1q is the
automorphism group of A0pΓ1q and fixes A0pΓq. Galois theory now implies our claim. 
A special case is given by
Lemma 2.8. [24, p. 134] Let N P N. A0pΓpNqq{A0pΓq is a galois extension with
GalpA0pΓpNqq{A0pΓqq – Γ{p˘ΓpNqq.
We remark that ΓpNq “ kertSL2pZq mod NÝÝÝÝÝÑ SL2pZ{NZqu obviously implies the isomor-
phism Γ{ΓpNq – SL2pZ{NZq and hence
GalpA0pΓpNqq{A0pΓqq – SL2pZ{NZq{t˘1u.
Corollary 2.9. Let Γ1 be a subgroup of Γ with ΓpNq ď Γ1, then
GalpA0pΓpNqq{A0pΓ1qq – p˘Γ1q{p˘ΓpNqq
holds. In particular A0pΓ1q is a finite extension of A0pΓq “ Cpjq of degree rΓ : ˘Γ1s.
Proof. Since ΓpNq is the kernel of the reduction map modulo N , ΓpNqEΓ1 holds. This yields
p˘Γ1q{p˘ΓpNqq ď Γ{p˘ΓpNqq “ GalpA0pΓpNqq{A0pΓqq. Since we have in addition
A0pΓpNqqΓ1 “ tf P A0pΓpNqq : f ˝ γ “ f @γ P Γ1u “ A0pΓ1q,
the statement concerning the galois group is implied by galois theory. Hence, we obtain
rA0pΓpNqq : A0pΓ1qs “ r˘Γ1 : ˘ΓpNqs and rA0pΓ1q : A0pΓqs “ rΓ : ˘Γ1s. 
For Γ1 “ Γ0pNq we glean
GalpA0pΓpNqq{A0pΓ0pNqqq – p˘Γ0pNqq{p˘ΓpNqq –
"ˆ
a b
0 d
˙
P SL2pZ{NZq
*
{t˘1u.
Before proving theorem 2.6 we still need the following
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Lemma 2.10. Let K be a field, B “
"ˆ
a b
0 d
˙
| a, d P K˚, b P K
*
Ď G “ SL2pKq. Then
G{B Ñ P1pKq,
g ¨B ÞÑ g ¨ 8 “ g ¨ r1, 0s, where g ¨ rvs ÞÑ rgvs,
i. e.,
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
¨B ÞÑ ra, cs
defines a bijection and there are no intermediate groups between G and B.
Proof. The first statement is trivial since the G-action on P1pKq is transitive and B is the
stabiliser of 8.
Since ˆ
1 b
0 1
˙
r0, 1s ÞÑ rb, 1s,
the action of B on P1pKqzt8u is transitive.
Now let g, h P GzB. Then h ¨8 and g ¨8 are contained in P1pKqzt8u, as B is the stabiliser
of 8. On this account there exists b P B such that
h ¨ 8 “ b ¨ g ¨ 8,
hence h´1bg P B or equivalently h P BgB holds. Thus, B and g generate G, which means
there are no intermediate groups between B and G. 
Proof of theorem 2.6. Let ` be a prime. The considerations above show
G “ GalpA0pΓp`qq{A0pΓqq – SL2pZ{`Zq{t˘1u
as well as
B “ GalpA0pΓp`qq{A0pΓ0p`qqq –
"ˆ
a b
0 d
˙
P SL2pZ{`Zq
*
{t˘1u.
Hence, by galois theory the intermediate fields of the extension A0pΓ0p`qq{A0pΓq correspond
exactly to the intermediate groups between G and B. Applying lemma 2.10 with K “ F`
and observing that ´1 P B holds, we deduce there are no intermediate groups between G
and B and thus no intermediate fields between A0pΓ0p`qq and A0pΓq. This directly implies
A0pΓ0p`qq “ Cpfpτq, jpτqq for any fpτq P A0pΓ0p`qqzA0pΓq. 
Hence, modular functions of weight 0 for Γ0p`q, in particular the universal elliptic Gauß
sums to be defined in corollary 2.25, admit a representation as a rational expression in terms
of jpτq and another modular function fpτq P A0pΓ0p`qqzA0pΓq. However, theorem 2.6 only
implies the existence of such an expression. In order to obtain an efficient algorithm for
determining it we will need further results. In addition we have to discuss the choice of the
second function fpτq. For the following results we closely follow [5, pp. 228–231]. However,
our results are slightly more general.
Lemma 2.11. Let fpτq P A0pΓ0p`qqzA0pΓq be holomorphic on H. Then there exists an
irreducible polynomial Qf pX,Y q P CrX,Y s such that
Qf pfpτq, jpτqq “ 0.
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Proof. First, we remark that tSk, k “ 0, . . . , `u, where
Sk “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 k
˙
for 0 ď k ă `, S` “
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
,
is a system of representatives for Γ{Γ0p`q, as is shown in [19, p. 54]. We now consider the
polynomial in X
Qf pX, τq “
ź`
k“0
pX ´ fpSkτqq
and examine its coefficients. Since they are elementary symmetric polynomials in terms of
fpSkτq they are obviously holomorphic on H. Let γ P Γ. Since the Sk constitute a system of
representatives of Γ{Γ0p`q, the values fpSkγτq, k “ 0, . . . , `, are a permutation of the values
fpSkτq. Hence, the coefficients of Qf pX, τq are invariant under SL2pZq. The modular function
fpτq is meromorphic at the cusps, so this is also the case for fpSkτq. Hence, the coefficients
are meromorphic at the cusps and thus functions inH0pΓq. According to theorem 2.5 they are
therefore polynomials in jpτq. Thus, there exists a polynomial Qf pX,Y q P CrX,Y s satisfying
Qf pX, jpτqq “
ź`
k“0
pX ´ fpSkτqq,
which obviously has fpτq as one of its roots. Since there are no intermediate fields between
A0pΓ0p`qq and A0pΓq as we have seen, the polynomial Qf pX, jpτqq has to be irreducible. 
The following statement, which may be proven by a generalisation of the considerations
from [5, pp. 230–231] finally provides a first approach for an efficient algorithm.
Theorem 2.12. Let gpτq P A0pΓ0p`qq be a modular function and fpτq P H0pΓ0p`qqzH0pΓq.
Then g admits the representation
gpτq “ Qpfpτq, jpτqqBQf
BX pfpτq, jpτqq
,
where QpX, jpτqq P CpjpτqqrXs is a polynomial in X which can be explicitly specified in terms
of
tgpSkτq, fpSkτq, i “ 0, . . . , `u .
If gpτq is holomorphic, one even obtains QpX, jpτqq P CrjpτqsrXs; hence, the enumerator of
the rational expression is a polynomial in f and j.
Remark 2.13. The case we are interested in, viz. when the function gpτq is holomorphic, is
also a direct consequence of lemma 2.14 from [20, pp. 206–208], which we present below.
The representation from theorem 2.12 is far from optimal from an algorithmic point of
view since it does not allow to obtain good bounds on the powers of j, the coefficients of
which grow very fast, occurring in the enumerator. We will rather make use of the following
statements.
Lemma 2.14. [20, pp. 206–208] Let L{K be an extension of fields, O Ď K be a ring. Let
α P LzK have the minimal polynomial fpXq P KrXs of degree n. Then the O-module
Cα “ tx P L | TrL{KpxOrαsq Ď Ou
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has the O-basis "
αi
f 1pαq , i “ 0, . . . , n´ 1
*
.
Corollary 2.15. Let gpτq P H0pΓ0p`qqzH0pΓq be a holomorphic modular function and let
fpτq P H0pΓ0p`qqzH0pΓq with minimal polynomial Qf pX, jq with degjpQf q “ v. Then gpτq
admits a representation of the form
gpτq “
řv´1
i“0 aijpτqi
BQf
BY pfpτq, jpτqq
,
where
ai P thpτq P Cpfpτqq : hpτq holomorphicu.
Proof. We apply lemma 2.14 for K “ Cpfpτqq, L “ Kpjpτqq “ A0pΓ0p`qq and α “ jpτq and
hence fpXq “ Qf pfpτq, Xq. Furthermore, we choose
O “ thpτq P K : hpτq holomorphicu.
Obviously, all elements z of Orjs and hence gpτqz as well as TrL{Kpgpτqzq are holomorphic.
So gpτq P Cj . Using lemma 2.14 we obtain the assertion. 
We now consider special values for fpτq.
(1) The most obvious and historically first choice is fpτq “ jp`τq. In this case we write
Qf pX,Y q “ Φ`pX,Y q and call Φ` the `-th modular polynomial. The modular poly-
nomial has coefficients in Z and is symmetric in X and Y [5, pp. 229–234]. The main
problem when using it is that its coefficients grow exponentially in ` [4].
(2) In [19] the choice fpτq “ m`pτq, where m`pτq is defined as in (2.6), was extensively
examined and made applicable in the context of Schoof’s algorithm. The construction
of m`pτq and the relation between ηpτq and ∆pτq imply m`pτq is also holomorphic on
H. In this case we write Qf pX,Y q “ M`pX,Y q. The polynomial M` has likewise
coefficients in Z and the degree in the second variable is v “ `´1gcdp12, `´1q , as is shown
in [19, pp. 61–62]. This causes its coefficients to grow much slower than those of Φ`.
Using this specialisation we obtain the following
Proposition 2.16. Let gpτq P H0pΓ0p`qqzH0pΓq be a holomorphic modular function. Then
gpτq admits the following representation:
gpτq “ Qpm`pτq, jpτqq
m`pτqk BM`BY pm`pτq, jpτqq
for a k ě 0 and a polynomial QpX,Y q P CrX,Y s with degY pQq ă v “ degY pM`q.
Proof. We apply corollary 2.15, setting fpτq “ m`pτq. As mentioned, m`pτq is holomorphic,
and this also holds for m`pτq´1. We now show m`pHq “ C˚, which implies the holomorphic
functions in Cpm`pτqq are given by O “ Crm`pτq,m`pτq´1s. The assertion then follows using
corollary 2.15.
By definition, M`pm`pτq, jpτqq “ 0 holds. Applying the Fricke-Atkin-Lehner involution
w` from definition 2.3 to this equation we obtain that w`pm`pτqq is a root of M`pX, jp`τqq.
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Writing M`pX,Y q “ ř``1i“0 řvk“0 ai,kXiY k yields
(2.9)
``1ÿ
i“0
Xi
vÿ
k“0
ai,kjp`τqk “M`pX, jp`τqq “
``1ÿ
i“0
s``1´ipτqXi,
where s``1´ipτq are the elementary-symmetric polynomials in the roots w`pm`pτqq “ f0pτq, . . . ,
f`pτq of M`pX, jp`τqq. In [19, p. 63] it is shown the Laurent series of these functions have the
orders
ordpfiq “ ´v, 0 ď i ă `, ordpf`q “ `v,
from which we conclude
ordps``1´iq “ ´p`` 1´ iqv, 1 ď i ď `` 1, ordps``1q “ 0.
Using ordpjp`τqq “ ´` equation (2.9) now implies a1,v ‰ 0 and ai,v “ 0 for i ‰ 1. SoM`pc, Y q
is a polynomial of degree v in Y if c P C˚. Due to the surjectivity of j there exists τ P H such
that M`pc, jpτqq “ 0. Thus, for one of the transformations Sk introduced in lemma 2.11 the
identity c “ m`pSkτq holds. Hence, m` attains all values c P C˚. 
2.3. The Tate curve. In this section we will define the universal elliptic Gauß sums before
considering applications in section 3. We first recall the Weierstraß ℘-function.
Definition 2.17. [5, p. 200] Let Λ “ xω1, ω2yZ Ă C be the lattice generated by ω1, ω2. The
Weierstraß ℘-function associated to Λ is defined via
℘pz,Λq “ 1
z2
`
ÿ
ωPΛ
ω‰0
ˆ
1
pz ´ ωq2 ´
1
ω2
˙
.
For the special lattices x1, τyZ with τ P H we write
℘pz, τq “ ℘pz, x1, τyZq “ 1
z2
`
ÿ
n2`m2‰0
ˆ
1
pz ´ pm` nτqq2 ´
1
pm` nτq2
˙
.
Its derivative is
℘1pz, τq “ ´ 2
z3
´ 2
ÿ
n2`m2‰0
1
pz ´ pm` nτqq3 .
Theorem 2.18. [26, pp. 159–161] Let E{C be an elliptic curve. Then there exist τ P H,
α P C such that setting Λ “ x1, τyZ there is a complex-analytic isomorphism
ψ1 : C{Λ Ñ EpCq, z ÞÑ
#
p℘pαz, αΛq, ℘1pαz, αΛqq, z R Λ,
O, z P Λ.
The following series expansions of the Weierstraß ℘-function will be used several times:
Lemma 2.19. [25, p. 50] Let q “ e2piiτ , w “ e2piiz. Then for |q| ă |w| ă |q´1| the following
equations hold:
1
p2piiq2℘pz, τq “
1
12 ´ 2
8ÿ
n“1
qn
p1´ qnq2 `
ÿ
nPZ
qnw
p1´ qnwq2 “: xpw, qq,(2.10)
1
p2piiq3℘
1pz, τq “
ÿ
nPZ
qnwp1` qnwq
p1´ qnwq3 “: 2ypw, qq.(2.11)
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Remark 2.20. Using the equation for the geometric series and its derivatives the series ex-
pansions for xpw, qq and ypw, qq may be transformed, which is useful both for proofs and for
actual computations. In this way for |q| ă |w| ă |q´1| we obtain the formulae
xpw, qq “ 112 `
w
p1´ wq2 `
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
m“1
mqnmpwm ` w´mq ´ 2mqnm,
(2.12)
ypw, qq “ w ` w
2
2p1´ wq3 `
1
2
8ÿ
n“1
8ÿ
m“1
mpm` 1q
2
´
qnmpwm ´ w´mq ` qnpm`1qpwm`1 ´ w´pm`1qq
¯
.
(2.13)
In the cases we consider w is a root of unity. Hence all series expansions can be studied in
this form since |qpτq| ă 1 for τ P H.
Proposition 2.21. [23, p. 245] Let E4pqq, E6pqq be the Eisenstein series defined in (2.1) and
(2.2) and E2pqq as in (2.7). Then the following equations hold:
ypw, qq2 “ xpw, qq3 ´ E4pqq48 xpw, qq `
E6pqq
864 ,(2.14) ÿ
ζPµ`,ζ‰1
xpζ, qq “ 112`pE2pqq ´ `E2pq
`qq “ p1pqq.(2.15)
Equation (2.14) defines the so-called Tate curve Eq introduced in [28]. Among its properties
are the following ones:
Theorem 2.22. [25, p. 410–411]
(1) The Tate curve Eq is an elliptic curve and
∆pEqq “ ∆pqq, jpEqq “ jpqq
holds, where ∆pqq, jpqq are the corresponding modular functions from equations (2.3)
and (2.4).
(2) There is a complex-analytic isomorphism
ψ2 : C˚{qZ Ñ EqpCq, w ÞÑ
#
pxpw, qq, ypw, qqq, w R qZ,
O, w P qZ.
(3) For every elliptic curve E{C there exists q P C˚ with |q| ă 1, such that
Eq – EpCq
holds. This q is given by q “ qpτq “ expp2piiτq for the τ from theorem 2.18. As
in theorem 2.18 we write Λ “ x1, τyZ. The isomorphism ψ : Eq Ñ EpCq satisfies
ψ “ ψ1 ˝ θ´1 ˝ ψ´12 , where ψ1 is from theorem 2.18 and
θ : C{Λ Ñ˜ C˚{qZ, z ÞÑ w “ expp2piizq.
Hence, ψ is defined via
pxpw, qq, ypw, qqq ÞÑ p℘pαz, αΛq, ℘1pαz, αΛqq, O ÞÑ O,
where α is as in theorem 2.18.
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As follows from the last statement, the Tate curve parametrises isomorphism classes of
elliptic curves over C. This is the main idea of the applications presented in section 3. One
can compute the objects in question, the elliptic Gauß sums from equation (1.2), as formal
power series in q by means of the Tate curve. Proposition 2.16 and corollary 2.25 show that
the resulting power series admit a representation as a rational expression in terms of jpqq and
m`pqq. These formulae may then be specialised to a concrete elliptic curve E – Eqpτq over
C (or over Fp after reduction) by replacing the formal variable q by qpτq as detailed in section 3.
We now study the behaviour of ℘pz, τq and ℘1pz, τq under transformations from Γ. Using
lemma 2.19 this will yield results on the behaviour of xpw, qq as well as ypw, qq. First, we
derive the following
Lemma 2.23. Let τ P H and γ “
ˆ
a b
c d
˙
P Γ. Then
℘pz, γτq “ pcτ ` dq2℘ppcτ ` dqz, τq,(2.16)
℘1pz, γτq “ pcτ ` dq3℘1ppcτ ` dqz, τq(2.17)
hold.
Proof. We calculate
℘
ˆ
z,
aτ ` b
cτ ` d
˙
“ 1
z2
`
ÿ
n2`m2‰0
˜
1
pz ´ pm` naτ`bcτ`dqq2
´ 1pm` naτ`bcτ`dq2
¸
“ pcτ ` dq2 ¨ 1ppcτ ` dqzq2
` pcτ ` dq2
ÿ
m2`n2‰0
ˆ
1
ppcτ ` dqz ´ Sa,b,c,dpm,nqq2 ´
1
pSa,b,c,dpm,nqq2
˙
“ pcτ ` dq2℘ppcτ ` dqz, τq,
where we make use of the abbreviation Sa,b,c,dpm,nq “ mpcτ ` dq ` npaτ ` bq and the last
equality follows from ad´bc “ 1. The identity for the derivative of ℘ is shown analogously. 
Corollary 2.24. Let γ P Γ0p`q.
(1) Let ζ` P µ` be an `-th root of unity. Then we have
xpζ`, qpγτqq “ pcτ ` dq2xpζd` , τq and ypζ`, qpγτqq “ pcτ ` dq3ypζd` , τq.
(2) The function p1pqq defined in formula (2.5) transforms under action of γ according to
p1pqpγτqq “ pcτ ` dq2p1pqq.
(3) Let n be a divisor of `´ 1, χ : F˚` Ñ µn a Dirichlet character of order n and let
V “
#
x, n ” 1 mod 2,
y, n ” 0 mod 2 and e “
#
2n, n ” 1 mod 2,
3n, n ” 0 mod 2.
Then the n-th power of the function
(2.18) G`,n,χpqq “ G`,npqq “
ÿ
λPF˚
`
χpλqV pζλ` , qq,
which depends on χ, transforms under action of γ via G`,npqpγτqqn “ pcτ`dqeG`,npqqn.
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(4) The functions p1pqq and G`,n,χpqqn are meromorphic at the cusps and hence modular
functions of the respective weight for Γ0p`q. Furthermore, G`,npqqn is independent
from the choice of the primitive `-th root of unity ζ` P µ` and thus well-defined.
Proof. (1) For k “ 1p2piiq2
xpζ`, qpτqq “ k℘
´v
`
, τ
¯
holds for some v P Z. This implies
xpζ`, qpγτqq “ k℘
´v
`
, γτ
¯
“ kpcτ ` dq2℘
ˆpcτ ` dqv
`
, τ
˙
“ pcτ ` dq2x
ˆ
exp
ˆ
2piipcτ ` dqv
`
˙
, q
˙
“ pcτ ` dq2x
ˆ
exp
ˆ
2piidv
`
˙
, q
˙
“ pcτ ` dq2xpζd` , qq,
where the penultimate equality immediately follows from the series expansion (2.10)
of xpw, qq on taking c ” 0 mod ` into account. The equation for y is derived in an
analogue way.
(2) γ P Γ0p`q implies d ı 0 mod `, hence the action of γ permutes the summands in
equation (2.15) on simultaneous multiplication by pcτ ` dq2.
(3) Without loss of generality let n be odd. We calculate
G`,npqpγτqq “
ÿ
λPF˚
`
χpλqxpζλ` , qpγτqq “ pcτ ` dq2
ÿ
λPF˚
`
χpλqxpζdλ` , qpτqq
“ pcτ ` dq2χ´1pdq
ÿ
aPF˚
`
χpaqxpζa` , qpτqq “ pcτ ` dq2χ´1pdqG`,npqq.
Our claim is immediate, since χ takes values in µn.
(4) We recall the set of representatives for Γ{Γ0p`q which consists of tSk, k “ 0, . . . , `u
with
Sk “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 k
˙
for 0 ď k ă `, S` “
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
.
According to remark 2.2 we compute the Fourier expansion of xpζ`, qpSkτqq for all Sk.
For k ă ` we obtain
xpζ`, qpSkτqq “ pτ ` kq2x
ˆ
exp
ˆ
2piipτ ` kqv
`
˙
, q
˙
“ pτ ` kq2xpζk` q
v
` , qq.
Computing xpζk` q
v
` , qq using formula (2.12) we directly see the q-expansion contains
only finitely many negative exponents. An analogue statement can be shown for
ypw, qq. From the construction of p1pqq as well as G`,npqqn it now follows that these
modular functions are meromorphic at the cusps.
The independence of G`,npqqn from the choice of ζ` is an immediate consequence of
what we have already shown, since for d ı 0 mod ` this impliesÿ
λPF˚
`
χpλqxpζdλ` , qq “ χ´1pdq
ÿ
λPF˚
`
χpλqxpζλ` , qq.

We finally construct the universal elliptic Gauß sums.
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Corollary 2.25. Let `, n, χ be as in corollary 2.24. Furthermore, let
r “
$’&’%
min
 
r : n`r6 P N
(
, n ” 1 mod 2,
3, n “ 2,
0, else,
and e∆ “
$’&’%
n`r
6 , n ” 1 mod 2,
1, n “ 2,
n
4 , else.
Then
(2.19) τ`,npqq :“ G`,npqq
np1pqqr
∆pqqe∆
is a modular function of weight 0 for Γ0p`q which is holomorphic on H and whose coefficients
lie in Qrζns.
Proof. Without loss of generality let n be odd. Corollary 2.24 shows that G`,npqqn and p1pqq
are modular functions for Γ0p`q of weight 2n and 2, respectively. Furthermore, it is known
that the discriminant is a modular function of weight 12 for Γ, hence also for subgroups.
Since in addition ∆pqq ‰ 0 holds, the expression in question is likewise a modular function
for Γ0p`q whose weight can obviously be computed to be
2n` 2r ´ 12n` r6 “ 0.
Using formula (2.10) the poles of xpζ`, qpτqq can easily be determined. Obviously, there is a
pole if and only if qn “ 1 or qn “ ζ` holds for some n. This implies |q| “ | expp2piiτq| “ 1, which
contradicts τ P H. Thus, the functions in the enumerator are holomorphic by construction.
An analogue statement can be shown when using ypζ`, qpτqq. Furthermore, ∆pτq ‰ 0 holds
on H, which implies the assertion.
In order to prove the statement concerning the coefficients we first remark that the coefficients
of p1pqq as well as those of ∆pqq lie in Z. As the leading coefficient of ∆ is 1, this also holds
for the coefficients of ∆pqq´1. In addition it is evident from the definition of the Gauß sum
in corollary 2.24 that its coefficients lie in Qrζn, ζ`s. Now let c be a generator of F˚` and
σ : ζ` ÞÑ ζc` , such that GalpQrζn, ζ`s{Qrζnsq is generated by σ. We calculate
σpG`,npqqq “
ÿ
λPF˚
`
χpλqσpV pζλ` , qqq “
ÿ
λPF˚
`
χpλqV pζcλ` , qq
“ χ´1pcq
ÿ
λPF˚
`
χpcλqV pζcλ` , qq “ χ´1pcqG`,npqq,
where the second equality follows from formula (2.12) and (2.13), respectively, since σ is a
homomorphism. We deduce immediately that G`,npqqn is invariant under action of σ, which
in turn implies the coefficients of the expression lie in Qrζns. 
3. Application to point-counting
Since τ`,npqq fulfils the requirements of proposition 2.16, the universal elliptic Gauß sum may
be represented in terms of jpqq and m`pqq. We now present an approach how this can be used
to determine the order of the group of points on a concrete elliptic curve E : Y 2 “ X3`aX`b
over a field Fp.
We assume that the j-invariant of the curve E in question is different from 0 and 1728
and we consider Elkies primes `, for which the characteristic equation (1.1) of the Frobenius
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homomorphism φp factors into linear factors over F`. We denote a maximal prime power
divisor of ` ´ 1 by n and χ : pZ{`Zq˚ Ñ xζny denotes a character of order n. Further let λ
be an eigenvalue of φp modulo `, which yields t ” λ` pλ mod `. Using the elliptic Gauß sum
(1.2) from [15] we obtain the identity
(3.1) G`,n,χpEq
m
G`,n,χmpEq pG`,n,χpEq
nqq “ χ´mpλq,
as presented in equation (1.4), where p “ nq `m holds.
Assuming we have precomputed the universal elliptic Gauß sums we dispose of the value
(3.2) τ`,npqq “ G`,n,χpqq
npr1pqq
∆pqqe∆
as a rational expression R in terms of the Laurent series m`pqq and jpqq according to propo-
sition 2.16, where r and e∆ are defined in corollary 2.25.
By means of the Deuring lifting theorem from [11, p. 184] we lift the curve E{Fp in question
to a curve E0 over a number field K. This means there is a prime ideal P Ă OK with residue
field Fp such that the reduction of E0 modulo P is a non-singular elliptic curve which is iso-
morphic to E. Now using the specialisation q ÞÑ qpτq “ expp2piiτq, where τ denotes the value
τ associated to E0 from theorem 2.18, we transfer the representation for τ`,npqq we computed
by means of the Tate curve to the special curve Eqpτq. Subsequently, we make use of the
isomorphism ψ : EqpτqÑ˜ E0 defined in theorem 2.22. Taking into account the transition from
multiplicative to additive structure (cf. theorem 2.22), we find that for a P Z
ψpxpζa` , qpτqqq “ paP qx, ψpypζa` , qpτqqq “ paP qy
holds for an `-torsion point P on E0. Furthermore ∆pqpτqq “ ∆
`
Eqpτq
˘
corresponds to
the value ∆pE0q and jpqpτqq “ j
`
Eqpτq
˘
to the quantity jpE0q. This implies the equality
ψpG`,n,χpqpτqqq “ G`,n,χpE0q holds and we can use the rational expression for τ`,n, which we
assume to have been precomputed in a general setting, to determine the elliptic Gauß sum
G`,n,χpE0q and, as will now be shown, also G`,n,χpEq.
Since in the cases we are interested in ` “ Oplog pq holds, formulae (2.12) and (2.13) as well
as the equality of ideals p`q “ p1´ ζ`q`´1 in Qrζ`s imply the denominators of the coefficients
of the Laurent series are invertible modulo p and thus all calculations can be reduced modulo
the prime ideal P | ppq. Hence, we finally obtain the formula
(3.3) G`,n,χpEq
np1pEqr
∆pEqe∆ “ Rpm`pEq, jpEqq
on E{Fp. The values are now those associated to the curve E in question. These quantities
on E can be determined using the well-known formulae for ∆pEq and jpEq as well as the
formulae to compute p1pEq as derived e. g. in [18, pp. 269–271].
Here the value of p1pEq depends on m`pEq, which is found as a root of the polynomial
M`pX, jpEqq, obtained from the precomputed polynomial M`pX,Y q. If ` is an Elkies prime,
m`pEq lies in Fp. The possible values for m` correspond to the eigenvalues λ and µ of φp (cf.
section 1). Since the polynomial M`pX, jpEqq does not have a double root according to [19,
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p. 109], we obtain two possibilities for m`pEq.
Now equation (3.3) can be transformed to
(3.4) G`,n,χpEqn “ Rpm`pEq, jpEqq∆pEq
e∆
p1pEqr .
Remark 3.1. (1) If the n-th cyclotomic polynomial over Fp is irreducible, the adjustment
by multiplying by p1pEq, ∆pEq on the curve can be omitted, as these values lie in
Fp and the roots of unity are Fp-linearly independent. This allows in particular to
save the cost for computing p1pEq, which is non-negligible. However, this condition is
evidently not met for n “ 2, which means we cannot avoid the computation of p1pEq
(or rather p1pEq3). Some time might be saved, though, provided ` ´ 1 ” 0 mod 4
holds.
(2) According to proposition 2.16 the quantity
BM`
BY pm`pEq, jpEqq
is used as the denominator of the rational expression R. We remark that this value
may be zero in isolated cases, as was already mentioned in [19, p. 110]. In such a case
one can usually compute the expression using the second possible value for m`pEq. If
this yields zero as well, the prime ` cannot be used within our method.
We have to guarantee the value p1 occurring in the denominator in equation (3.4)
does not vanish modulo p. Since we consider curves whose j-invariants do not equal
0 nor 1728, we obtain a ¨ b ‰ 0. Furthermore, one can show that the constant term
of M`pX, jpEqq exhibits the value `s and is thus different from zero modulo p. Hence,
m`pEq ‰ 0 follows and using the formulae from [18, pp. 270] we conclude
p1 “ 0 ô BM`BY pm`pEq, jpEqq “ 0.
So formula (3.4) can be applied whenever the rational expression for a value of m`pEq
can be determined.
Now it suffices to compute the q-th power pG`,npEqnqq in order to determine the discrete
logarithm of λ in pZ{`Zq˚ modulo n for primes p ” 1 mod n using equation (3.1). Generaliz-
ing the universal elliptic Gauß sums in order to precompute the elliptic Jacobi sums G`,n,χpEq
m
G`,n,χm pEq
from equation (3.1) we can determine λ for arbitrary large primes p, as will be shown in a
separate paper. The modular information may then be composed to derive the values of t
and #EpFpq as in Schoof’s algorithm.
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